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13© YouthLight, Inc.

SESSION

1
Building Rapport & Identifying

Problem Areas

TO P I C  O V E R V I E W 

The student will:
• Begin relationship building with counselor
• Explore the problem that necessitates counseling work
• Start establishing the solution for counseling work

Materials
• Reproducibles (attached at the end of this session):

> Parent/Guardian Permission Letter
> Initial Individual Counseling Notes Form
> Interest Form
> The “3 Hurts” Emergency (should be displayed prominently in counseling area)
> My Scales
> SFBC Questioning Guide

• Pencil
• Note card

Procedures
1. Introduction

• Begin the rapport-building process with the student by introducing yourself and having them complete the
attached Interest Form. Tell the student that the purpose of the Interest Form is for you to be able to plan
sessions	tailored	specifically	for	their	interests	and	strengths.

• Have the student share their Interest Form responses with you or ask them a few open-ended questions
about their responses. Establish some commonalities and start *cheerleading, if possible.
*Cheerleading is “supporting and encouraging student’s success with praise” (Sklare, 2014, p. 58).

• Briefly	review	the	purpose	of	the	counseling	session	and	the	general	reason	they	were	referred	to	you.

• Explain	the	limits	of	confidentiality	by	showing	the	“3	Hurts”	Emergency.	Let	the	student	know	that	every
adult in the school building must work with another adult/s if students tell them of a “3 hurts” emergency;
this is because the top priority is to keep students safe.

• At this point, ask the student if they have any questions and if they are ready to proceed with the session.

2. Problem	Identification
• Begin by asking the student, “In your opinion, what is the reason you are here?” and “What can we do to

make things better for you?”

• Give the student the attached My Scales sheet and go over the directions with them. Explain to the student
what scaling is (choosing a number on a 1-10 scale, where 10 is the best, to evaluate something) and tell
them that usually we will scale verbally, but today they will start off with a paper scale. Have them complete
all 3 scales on the sheet.

• Review how the student has rated each aspect of their life on the My Scales sheet. Next, have them select
which	part	they	want	to	work	on	first	in	the	counseling	sessions;	this	is	their	“problem.”

• In order to learn more about their problem as they experience it, discuss some of the step two questions in
the attached SFBC Questioning Sheet.
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© YouthLight, Inc.14

SESSION

1
Building Rapport & Identifying

Problem Areas

Procedures (continued)
 3.  Goal Work
  • Explain to the student that the focus of our sessions will be on goal work because achieving goals increases  
   student success and promotes positive mental health, no matter what previous challenges they have faced in  
   their life (Sobhy & Cavallero, 2010). 

  • Review the problem that was discussed in Step 2 above. Discuss with the student what type of goal or  
   solution might help them solve that problem.  Help them to create a tentative goal to solve the problem  
   (it doesn’t have to be a SMART goal at this point as this is just their preliminary goal to get them thinking  
   about goal work). Write the student’s tentative goal in the appropriate section of the attached Initial  
   Individual Counseling Notes Form and on a note card for the student to take with them.  

	 	 •	 If	student	has	no	idea	of	a	goal,	ask	Dr.	John	Murphy’s	Futureland	goal	question,	“Pretend	that	you	are	flying	 
   in a spaceship to a planet called Futureland, where you can live your life without this problem. Describe what  
   your life is like at school in Futureland” (2008, p. 101). You can also try the “Million Dollar Question” from the  
   SFBC Questioning Sheet. Turn the student’s answer to this question into a preliminary goal (i.e., “In Future 
   land, no one ever yells at me to stop blurting out answers.”       “So, let’s talk about a goal like raising your  
   hand to give answers, so no one will yell at you.”

	 	 •	 Tell	the	student	to	think	about	turning	this	tentative	goal	into	a	specific	one	for	the	next	session	—how	will	they	 
   know when they achieve it? Is it even possible to achieve? Is it important to them? How long will it take them  
   to achieve it? Tell the student that this is their counseling homework that will be discussed at the next session.
 
 4. Wrap Up
  • Praise the student! Point out successes such as answering challenging questions. Let the student know that  
   you will continue working together on their goal in the next session. 

  • Ask the student if there is anything more they would like to discuss or need help with for this week.  

  • Send the student their reminder note (explained in recommendation section) on the following day.
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15© YouthLight, Inc.

Pa r e n t / G u a r d i a n  P e r m i s s i o n  L e t t e r

          Date: ____________________

Dear Parent/Guardian:

The Counseling Program at ________________________________ School includes individual counseling 
sessions. Your child ______________________________, has been referred for participation in short-term 
individual counseling. With your permission, your child will attend individual counseling sessions on a scheduled 
basis at school by the counselor. These sessions will focus on the topic of _________________________________
__________________________. The sessions will not change the child’s academic program. Participation in the 
sessions is voluntary, and confidentiality will be discussed and respected.

At times, the counselor and school-based staff (principal, assistant principal, social worker, psychologist, behavior 
specialist, teacher, nurse, etc.) will need to exchange information about your child (goals, strategies, etc.). All 
communication will take place only on an educational need-to-know basis.

This permission is for the school year ______.

If you would like for your child to have individual counseling sessions with the counselor, please sign and return 
this form to the counseling office. If you have any questions or concerns, please call ________________________.

Thank you,

________________________________________________________
Counselor

I give permission for ____________________________________ to participate in individual counseling sessions.

________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature 

________________________________________________
Phone Number
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© YouthLight, Inc.16

I n i t i a l  I n d i v i d u a l  C o u n s e l i n g  N o t e s  Fo r m
Counselor Information Sheet

          
Name __________________________________________      SESSION # 1      Date _____________________

> Student’s Goal (It doesn’t have to be SMART since it is just a tentative goal at this point.)

> Session Activities:

> Session Summary Notes:
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17© YouthLight, Inc.

The purpose of this form is for the counselor to get to know you a little better, so that they can plan your 
sessions in the most interesting and helpful way for you. Please answer the questions below in as much 
detail as possible. Alternatively, you can dictate your answers to the counselor who will write them 
down below.

Name ____________________________________________________ Date __________________

1. My favorite thing to do is _________________________________________________________.

2.  I really enjoy this part of the school day: ____________________________________________.

3.   I really do not enjoy this part of the school day: _____________________________________.

4.  The best thing about my family is __________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________.

5.  The best thing about me is _______________________________________________________.

6.  Something that I really struggle with is _____________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________.

7.   Something that I have never tried but want to experience is __________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________________________________.

8.   The job/career I want to have in my future is ________________________________________.

Interest Form
Student Reproducible
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An emergency is a serious situation
where someone could get physically hurt! 

If you tell me about an emergency, I may have to tell another adult to keep you or someone 
else safe. An emergency usually involves one or more of the following “3 Hurts” situations:

If you have one of these “3 Hurts,” tell me or another 
trusted adult immediately.

1.
You might 
physically 

harm
YOURSELF.

3.
SOMEONE ELSE 

threatens or 
physically harms 
you (or another 

person).

2.
You might 
physically 

harm 
ANOTHER 
PERSON.

The “3 Hurts” Emergency
Student Reproducible
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19© YouthLight, Inc.

Directions: Circle the number below to show where you are (1-feeling unhappy to 10-feeling very 
happy) in the following three areas of your life.

SCHOOL

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10

HOME LIFE

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10

ME, MYSELF, AND I

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10

My Scales
Student Reproducible
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S F B C  Q u e s t i o n i n g  G u i d e
Counselor Information & Instruction Sheet

          
Solution-focused brief counseling (SFBC) uses several different tasks to help a student to find their solution 
and achieve success (Murphy, 2008). I have created questions that the counselor can use to help guide a 
student to their solution/s or goal/s. These questions are grouped into my own 5 stages below. 

 1. Building Student-Counselor Relationship
  • Tell me about the best part of your day or week.
  • What is something you’d like me to know about you?
  • What do you want to be when you grow up? (Can link to problem and goal.)
  • How do you feel about starting counseling today?

 2. The Problem
  • Tell me about a problem in your life. 
  • If I could watch your problem on my phone, what would I see?
  • What are the 5Ws of the problem (who, what, where, when, why)?
  • Tell me about previous counseling you’ve had.

 3. Creating a Goal
  • What would you like to do to change this problem?
  • Million Dollar Question: If someone would give you a million dollars to hear the solution 
   to the problem (or a goal that would solve the problem)- what would you tell them?
  • What have you already tried to solve this problem? Tell me about the success of this.  
  • How could we turn the solution to the problem into a SMART goal?

 4. Celebrate Successes
  • How will you know once you’ve achieved your goal (aka- solved the problem)?
  • Now tell me about a time in the last month when you didn’t have the problem.  
   What was different about that time?
  • Tell me about a time since our last session when you were successful with your goal.  
  • What were you doing when you were successful with your goal?

 5.	 Reflecting	on	Counseling	Experience	
  • How did you/your parents/teachers/friends feel when you achieved your goal?
  • Tell me about how someone treated you differently once you started achieving your goal?
  • How did you react to this person treating you differently?
  • What are some other goals you might like to achieve?
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